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A Volume In the PERSONALITY AND
PSYCHOPATHOLOGY Series

A STUDY OF DEPRESSION
AND MANIA ASSOCIATED
WITH PHYSICAL DISEASE
AND MEDICATION
F.A. Whitlock
1983, 240pp., 327.00/1.18.00 (UK only)
ISBN: 0-12-747580-X

Most affective disorders, particularly depression,
are classified with little reg@d to such physical
causes as brain damage or reactions to various
drugs. Symptomatic Affective Disorders examines
various affective disturbances in physically Ill
patients. Beginning with an outhne of the nature
and frequency of these disorders,the bookdlscusses
neuroanatomical and biochemical factors that may
cause depression or mania when disturbed by
disease.

John Evans
1982, 520pp., 339.50/1.21.80 (UK only)
0-12-791168-5 (Academic Press)
0-8089-1473-1 (Grune & Stratton)

This book is intended for all those involved in the
care and treatment of disturbed youngsters, and
will have a special relevance for those beginning
their career. It is divided into threeparts. The first
descsibes personality and family functioning in the
normal, the neurotic and the delinquent youngster.
The second desaibes clinical syndromes. The
third deals with brief treatment@ and longer-term
individual psychotherapy as well as fam@y therapy.
A strength of this volume is its comprehensive
coverage and the way in which them@s are developed
and constantly cross-referenced to form a coherent
picture of the field.

24-28OVAL ROAD,LONDON,NW1 7DX
111FIVFH AVENUE NEW YORK, NY 10003,USA
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The Retreat, York
for Psychiatric Illnesses

Founded in 1792 by the Quaker, William Tuke, who established the tradition of concern
for patients as individuals The Retreat is a 200-bedded private registered nursing home
surrounded by extensive grounds on the outskirts of the historic City of York. It is easily
reached by rail and motorways.

Care and treatment is offered for all types of psycNatric illness on the short or long term
in a sympathetic and friendly atmosphere. Patients suffering from neuroses, psychoses,
alcoholism and dementia are treated by the full-time consultant psychiatrists in surround
ings suitable for their individual needs. Outpatient facilities are available by appointment
with the consultant medical staff.

The Nursing Home is a registered charity and is able to offer inclusive care in shared
accommodation from Â£27.00 per day or in single rooms at slightly increased charge. The
Nursing Home is recognised by the main private patient schemes.

For further details apply to The Medical Director, The Retreat, York VOl 5BN
(Telephone 0904 412551).

iCADEMICPRESS
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PREADOLESCENT
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A new purpose-built admissions unit
for short-stay treatment.

For further information, write â€”¿�postage free â€”¿�to the

p. . â€”¿� . I...

I.

. H a@@ Volu me@

Mental Disorders and Somatic lllnes@
Edited by M. H. LADER

This new volume in the Handbook of Psychiatry deals principally with neurology and those medical disorders
most closely related to psychiatry.
Contributors: D. P. Birkett M. R Bond; J. L Crammer@J. Cutting; G. W. Fenton; M. F. Foistein; A H. Ghodse;
J_L Gibbons K Granville-Ã¡rossman; a J. Gurland; A D. lsaacs; R. Kumar, M. H. Lader@P. R McHugh;
C.D.Marsden;H.G.Morgan;I.Oswald;0.Ricks M.Victor. HardcoversÂ£30.00net

Paperback Â£12.95 net

MethodologyIn Evaluationof PsychiatricTreatment
Edited by T. HELGASON
Intended essentially as a source book for research workers@this composite volume reviews and evaluates
the various methods available for quantifying the success of psychiatric treatment particularly in difficult
areas such as social- and psychotherapy. Â£17.50 net

HIstorIcalOrIginsof the Conceptof NeurosIs
JOSÃ‰M. LOPEZ PI@1ERO
Translated by D. BERRIOS
Professor Lopez@ â€¢¿�o oa in depth at the historical evolution of the concept of neurosis from the

@ ir@detaflits dependenceupon@

CAMBR@DG@ U@@VERSUTY PRESS

Ill Thia One

SPENCER HOUSE

St.Andrew'sHospital@
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THE REAL MENSTRUAL CYCLE
by D. Asso. Department of Psychology, University of
London Goldsmiths' College

This book provides the first fully documented account of
the present knowledge of the physiological, bodily,
psychological and behavioural elements of the whole
cycle. The wide and perpetual influence of the cycle is
made clear and the biological and learned mechanisms
of its effects are explored. The book will therefore be
useful to many groups of specialists and interested
people.
October83 approx. 208pp
0471 90043 5 (cloth) approx. $37.00/f 18.50
0471 901 75 X (paper) approx. $13.90/f6.95

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF
PSYCHIATRIC
REHABILITATION
edited by F.N. Watts, MRC Applied Psychology Unit,
Cambridge and D.H. Bennett. Bethlem Royal and
Mauds/ey Hospitals, London

This book is concerned with the needs of the psychiatric
patient when maintaining or re-acquiring a normal life in
the community. It looks at rehabilitation in the specific
context of clinical syndromes e.g. schizophrenia, and
drug and alcohol abuse. Particular attention is given to
social and domestic roles as well as employment, and to
the newer forms of community-based rehabilitation.
December83 approx. 384pp
0471 90147 4 approx. $39.95/f 19.50

BENZODIAZEPINES DIVIDED
A Multidisciplinary Review
edited by MR. Trimble, Department of Psychological
Medicine, National Hospital for Nervous Diseases.
London

This book sets out to explore the various aspects of the
Benzodiazepine controversy by bringing together experts
from several disciplines to discuss the subject from as
many different angles as possible. The result is a lively
and readable account of the issues currently under
debate.
September'83
0471 901997 $34.00/f 18.00

BODY MOVEMENT AND
INTERPERSONAL
COMMUNICATION
by P. Bull. Department of Psychology, University of York
September'83 .
0471 900699 $24.95/f 1250

.,,

@ John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
Baffins Lane,Chichester
Sussex P0191 UD, England

THIS IS A SPECIAL MESSAGE
ADDRESSED TO THE MEDICAL

PROFESSION AND TO WORKERS IN
THE PROBATION AND SOCIAL

SERVICES

THE,. @.. .@Â±@FELLOWSHIP
provides a network of Therapeutic Communities
throughout the United Kingdom offering a suppor
tive environment to emotionally disturbed adults
and young people as well as catering for develop
mentally handicapped children.

For information p/ease write to:

The Admissions Officer,
The Richmond Fellowship,

8 Addison Road, London W14 8DL,
or telephone: 01-603 6373.

1959â€”1983: TWENTY-FOUR YEARS OF CARING
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NOTICE TO
ADVERTISERS

Applications for advertisement
space in

The British Journal of Psychiatiy
should be made to:

PTM PROFESSIONAL
PUBLICATIONS

LIMITED

282 High Street,
Sutton, Surrey SM1 1PQ

Telephone: 01-642 0162
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Anewdepot
neurolepticto

Prescribing information is available overleaf.

hel@solve
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FromMay&Baker
thecompanythatdeveloped

NewPiportildepot is a uniquephenothiazine
derivativefromMay& Baker@the company
thathelpedto revolutionisethetreatmentof
psychoseswiththe introductionof Largactil.

ClinicaltrialsshowPiportildepotto exert
a potentantipsychoticactionagainsta wide
rangeof symptoms@4Piportildepotisa fast
acting56phenothiazine,andcausesminimal
sedation6anddepression@5

Thesebenefrts,togetherwithitsfourweek
durationofaction27facilitaterapidandmain
tainedsocialintegrationfor yourpsychotic
patients@helpingyouto solve'thepsychotic
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DEPOTLiPIPOTHIAZINEPALMITATE

Largactil
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